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The assaults against us and our “vessels” in commerce have all taken place in the venue of international maritime law. The
predators have been plundering and feasting upon the assets of The United States Trust (1789) which they are in fact obligated to
protect. They’ve gotten away with this unmolested because the people and institutions we trusted to represent us and our interests
were taken over long ago under conditions of deceit and non-disclosure by international banking cartels: there was nobody at the
helm of our ship of state and we weren’t told this by the perpetrators who simply claimed to “represent” us and proceeded to
misrepresent and abuse us and our material interests in whatever ways profited them and their interests instead.
So, at long last, we woke up. The Uniform Commercial Code was invented by the Roman Curia as a special law form to expedite
claims resulting from the bankruptcy of the G-5 nations declared at the Geneva Conventions of 1930. It is our means to claim
back any and all expenses against the rats in behalf of our real “States” and us, the living inhabitants thereof.
We, our States and our individual Estates, were defrauded and lied to and lied about. FDR created a bunch of trusts — Americans
and American “States” — which existed only on paper. These served as a device to lay false claims against our real assets. By
then the perpetrators operating a private for-profit corporation “as” our government were intent on plundering the national trust.
Look at the “Pledge of Allegiance” — “I” (securing individual consent) “pledge” (an ancient feudal act of serfs and subjects to a
king) “my allegiance” (individual obligation to serve) “to the United States of America” (a deceptively named imposter — not
“The united States of America” (Major)” but a sound-alike imposter) — “and to the Republic for which it stands” — so, now, ask
yourself — “Why would the Republic, our nation, our government, need or want anything else to “represent” it or “stand for” it?”
The Pledge of Allegiance is a deceptive verbal contract giving us notice that this “thing” — this private, for-profit, mostly foreign
owned corporation — is usurping our rightful government and that it is “representing” or in other words, “standing for” our
lawful government however it sees fit, and that by repeating this oath of allegiance to it, we are giving our individual consent to
serve the corporation as serfs and servants thereof.
Now is it beginning to be clear what has been done “for” you?
You and every other American have been defrauded of your birthright and your organic state has been plundered by a foreign
“nation” merely calling itself “the United States of America (Minor)” composed of what we think of as “federal territories and
possessions” — Guam, Puerto Rico, American Samoa, — the “Seven Insular States” and by foreign banking cartels.
The Federal Reserve operated the “United States of America, Incorporated” and since 1944 the UNITED NATIONS
CORPORATION doing business as the INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND has operated as the UNITED STATES (INC.)
and between them they have utterly misrepresented, misused, defrauded and abused our actual national trust and the real
American States and the real national government we are owed by contract and trust indenture.
The actual name of this country is “The united States of America” — the word “united” was an adjective used to describe “States
of America” — it was not and is not part of the proper name of this country! It was deceptively included in the name by the
perpetrators of this fraud scheme to create a SEPARATE legal entity calling itself “the United States of America”.
So, when we claim back our assets against the UNITED NATIONS and the IMF it is because these entities have been plundering
our individual ESTATES and our organic states for seventy (70) years. When we claim back against ELIZABETH II, we claim
back for Breach of Trust. Same thing with WESTMINSTER — Breach of Trust and Treaty amounting to contract.
We are claiming back the assets of the States of America — our actual country — and the ESTATES of the individual living
Americans inhabiting the actual country — from the control and misrepresentation of these false trustees and “international
organizations” — that is, the criminal banking cartels operating the “governmental services corporations” masquerading as our
lawful government.
That is why the UCC-1’s are being filed and the reason that more people representing more actual organic States of The united
States of America need to file.
I and a handful of others figured all this out while the bankruptcy of the United States of America, Inc. was still in motion and we
“Extracted” the ESTATES that had been constructed and operated under our given NAMES, including our flesh and blood
bodies, back into the American States which are the ONLY “States” in operation that are competent to receive and contain a
living, flesh and blood entity — organic people require an organic state, not a legal fiction. We finessed this through as the
window of opportunity was closing forever. By extracting our own ESTATES back to the organic State of the union we preserved
our own claims on our assets, but more importantly, we established a “common interest” for all other Americans and all the
organic States.
Among those who did this, only I took the further measure of issuing an Irrevocable Will that formally grants that common
interest back to the states and to the inhabitants of those states — setting up the basis all the way back for each and every
individual and state to reclaim their assets from the perpetrators based on being defrauded and having made “a” lawful timely
counterclaim.
So make the counterclaim. File the UCC-1’s as David has demonstrated in behalf of your organic state, such as The State of Ohio
or The State of Minnesota and the States of America against the UNITED NATIONS and the IMF which have been holding them
in receivership. These organic “bodies” are all individuals except for the “States of America” which is an unincorporated
association of The States.
Tell the world that you’ve been defrauded by this multi-national conglomerate and that the UNITED NATIONS
CORPORATION is responsible.
Tell the members of “CONGRESS” that they do not “represent” you nor your organic state and that you resent and object to their
pretensions that their private corporate office operated under a deliberately deceitful similar name has anything to do with the
public offices you and your state are owed.

Now I want to point out a few other things — it was the intention of the Federal Reserve banking cartel to reorganize after the
settlement of the bankruptcy of the “United States of America, Inc.” and simply boot up another round of fraud. They reorganized
as the FEDERAL RESERVE under UN auspices and used the credit side of the “National Debt” — credit they siphoned off and
which actually belongs to you — as the basis for issuing a new form of currency they have called the US TREASURY NOTE to
replace the “FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE”. Same scam, different names. They use credit they stole from you to indebt you
again.
Unable to charge your ESTATES for public services they are obligated to provide, the IMF’s corporation doing business as the
“UNITED STATES, INC.” would be forced into bankruptcy, and the whole cycle would begin again. The roles would simply flip
flop.
But we complained. We recognized the fraud involved. So that got too hot to handle and the IMF collaborating with the World
Bank and IBRD came up with Plan B…..
You will remember that FDR confiscated all privately held American gold back in the 1930’s and never paid it back. It was
stolen, in other words. You may also remember that there was an audited 8,000 tons of gold stored at Fort Knox, which has
according to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, disappeared — and they don’t know where it went. Similarly, the
Nationalist Chinese government collected and stored vast amounts of gold that “went missing” and German gold that was left on
deposit with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York has vanished, too….. all this gold that belonged to all these people just
“vanished” while in the keeping of the Federal Reserve Banks and various other collaborators….. and now, this week, according
to Karen Hudes, this fantastically large gold hoard kept in something they are calling the “Global Debt Facility” has appeared out
of nowhere…. and is available for direct distribution to the people of the world. According to her, a philanthropist named
“Wolfgang Struck” has been sitting on this gold for many years….. blah, blah, blah.
And if you believe all that, then you believe in the Tooth Fairy, too.
This gold hoard which has just “come to light” in IMF/World Bank/IBRD control is gold that has been plundered and pillaged
from the people of the world, especially the Chinese, the Germans, and Americans, but everyone else, too, for generations. It
consists of 25,000 Metric Tons of gold — an amount equivalent to seven years’ worth of the entire demand for gold worldwide at
the present time.
The Chinese already figured out the genesis of this gold hoard as ill-gotten gains, some of which they are owed, and they showed
up at the table to reclaim their assets. The Americans have done/are doing the same. The German government has been tipped off
and there is no doubt that they will be coming to breakfast also.
The IMF/World Bank/IBRD were so sure that they had control of our states and our ESTATE assets that they were willing to let
go of their gold hoard as a means to (1) defeat the BRICS bank initiative and (2) permanently defraud us — and the rest of the
world, too.
You see, Ms. Hudes has announced that everyone under the IMF plan will receive $100,000.00 in gold and implied that this will
be a “free” gift. The release of that much gold into the world economy will (temporarily at least and for some years to come) tank
the value of gold and also destroy the basis of the BRICS banking initiative. And the “gift” comes with strings attached — it’s not
a gift, it’s a deceptive unilateral buy-out offer. People will have to sign up to receive their share (voluntary act of contract). Once
they take delivery, the banks will claim that they have agreed to give up their birthright claim to the land of their birth and to all
their natural assets “in exchange” for the gold, and that the gold was their “equitable” consideration for their enslavement and for
forfeiture of their share of the land and their labor.
This fraud gambit, too, deserves to be recognized for what it is and stomped on, together with those proposing it.
BOTH the “FEDERAL RESERVE” and the “IMF” and their sponsors, the deceptively named “United States of America
(Minor)” and the UNITED NATIONS CORPORATION, have functioned as criminal syndicates and all these entities are
operating in violation of their corporate charters. They and their pals, the BIS, the HSB, the IBRD, and the WORLD BANK are
all uniformly to blame, all have colluded in this gigantic fraud, and all deserve to burn in HELL.
Let those who have ears, hear.
When what is True comes, what is False must pass away!
Realize that the gold they are offering to “give” everyone belongs to everyone. It has been stolen from the people of the world.
Realize that the hidden unilateral contract they are offering in exchange for that gold — which belongs to you anyway — is the
ultimate endgame fraud — an attempt to claim all resources of the world, including the “human resources” — as chattel
belonging to the UNITED NATIONS CORPORATION.
Once and for all, the UNITED NATIONS and all these other spawn of Satan legal fiction entites need to be collapsed. They are
nothing but lies that have been used to entrap and deceive and oppress the people of the world. It is time to put Pope Francis and
the Roman Curia and the College of Cardinals on the hot seat for not controlling and liquidating them all outright.
Pope Francis gave them three years to clean up their acts top to bottom, and instead they have laughed in his face, accelerated
their frauds and spun off even more diabolical and disgusting acts of criminality against the nations and people of this world.
Time for them all to go away, and for each nation to have peace, its own currency, its own borders, and its own identity back.
Tear down the UNITED NATIONS CORPORATION and you will have gone a long way to ending war and oppression in this
world. Tear down the banking cartels and issue (or rather, re-issue) your own national currency. Tear down the Bar Associations
which have facilitated this mess. Outlaw them.
Put in the UCC-1 claims and claim back your real states and your own lawful identities and your own private property assets from
this gigantic sludge pile of frauds and counter-frauds. Those who are Catholic, lift up your heads from your complacency and start
pushing. Push the priests and the nuns and the archbishops in your Diocese. Bring on the tidal wave of the House of God and
wash away the sins of the Church with true action and repentance for the harm these lies and decades of mis-administration have
caused. Help Pope Francis deal with and clean up this horrific mess. Yours in Christ anna-maria

